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I. PARTIES TO LEASE; LETTER OF INTENT / DEAL FUNDINGS 

Before almost any other issue in a lease can be adequately explored and certainly 

before any substantive issue can be adequately resolved, each party must know exactly with 

whom it is dealing.  Is the landlord a multi-billion dollar institutional pension fund or a single 

asset entity that is a subsidiary of a multi-billion dollar institutional pension fund?  Is the signing 

party authorized to execute on behalf of the named entity?  

The financial strength of a landlord is critical to the landlord's ability to fulfill its 

obligations under a lease.  Promises of tenant finish, ongoing maintenance obligations and 

payment of commissions are worth nothing without the adequate dollars to back them up.  In 

these financially difficult times, it is becoming more and more the "norm" for tenants to require 

confirmations from a landlord's lenders as to the availability of the promised dollars.  These are 

issue that must be dealt with at the earliest opportunity – the RFP or the letter of intent stage.  If 

a tenant is too far "down the aisle", it loses its leverage to obtain the security. 

There exist multiple ways to try to obtain adequate assurances of a landlord's ability to 

fulfill its promises.  The following is a list of some of the most commonly explored solutions.  

Each of these has strengths and weaknesses in terms of potential landlord bankruptcies, 

foreclosure issues and lender approvals. 

1. Letter of Credit.  A letter of credit is in many ways the "gold standard" for 

securing payment of tenant improvement costs, commissions and the like.  Because it is 

issued by an independent institution, the relationship is between the tenant and the 

issuer – the landlord has no role after issuance.  A "sight" draft letter of credit, is payable 

to the named party upon receipt by the issuer of a written statement that the issue is 

entitled to draw on the instrument.  The landlord cannot "stop payment" or take any 

action to interfere with the payment (other than subsequently suing the tenant if it 

wrongfully presented the letter; e.g., the funds were not actually due).  From a 

bankruptcy perspective, letters of credit are generally "safe" and not affected by the 
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landlord's bankruptcy except that in certain jurisdictions, a letter of credit can be 

considered a preference if it was issued within 90 days of the landlord's bankruptcy and 

was for a preexisting amount owed.  Tenants who are able to obtain a letter of credit 

from a landlord must also perform due diligence on the issuer of the letter as the FDIC is 

not obligated to honor letters of credit from a failed institution.  Who will pay the cost for 

a letter of credit and whether the landlord has the financial wherewithal to obtain one are 

issues to be resolved on a case by case basis. 

2. Escrow Deposit.  Another potential source for securing payment of lease 

costs is the establishment of an escrow account where the requisite funds will be held 

until disbursement.  As a preliminary issue, of course, is whether the landlord has the 

funds to establish the account.  It is possible that a landlord with that kind of liquidity is 

not one a tenant is terribly worried about anyway!  Assuming the funding itself is not a 

problem, another issue to consider is the potential bankruptcy implication – upon the 

landlord's bankruptcy, an escrow account is at risk of being swept into the bankrupt 

landlord's estate, to be applied to estate debts as the court chooses.  Also from a 

practical standpoint – who will hold the escrow and for what price?  Word of mouth 

indicates that some parties are having their counsel do so, but it is doubtful that 

attorneys will undertake this responsibility on an "across the board" basis.  Title 

companies are generally not willing to do so as there is no significant profit available to 

them (e.g. a new title policy to be issued).  In addition, the parties and the escrow agent 

will have to negotiate an escrow agreement that will govern disbursements of the funds.  

This step in the process will cost the parties additional time and money.  

3. Offset Rights.  We discuss offset rights in greater detail in the self-help 

section, but generally speaking, a tenant's right to offset the costs to cure a landlord 

default results in the tenant having the right to deduct from rent the amount not funded 
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by the landlord as required under the lease (limited to the extent provided in the lease).  

Potential pitfalls of using offset rights include lender approval of the lease in question 

(generally lenders will not consent to significant offset rights) and the consequences of 

foreclosure (i.e., most SNDAs do not protect a tenant's offset rights for defaults that 

occur prior to foreclosure and absent an SNDA, a lease – including the offset rights - can 

be totally wiped out).  In most cases, bankruptcy of the landlord will not affect a tenant's 

offset rights though there are a few narrow exceptions.  Offset rights are most effectively 

used where the obligation to be funded is a direct obligation between landlord and 

tenant.  From time to time, tenants will request an offset right to secure payment of 

commissions.  If the tenant and its broker are in agreement on the commission issue (for 

example, the tenant is not facing the conundrum of the landlord claming insufficient 

funds to pay both commissions and the build out costs) this can be an effective method 

of forcing landlords to pay commissions.  Generally speaking, however, because a 

tenant has no obligation to pay a commission, a broker has no leverage to force the 

tenant to offset and pay the commission. 

4. Guaranty.  Of all the potential solutions, the seemingly least common – at 

least so far - is a guaranty of the obligations by a parent or principal of landlord.  This is 

probably the most easily implemented option in that it does not require additional 

consents of any third party nor is it affected by foreclosure, but it is not without risk.  It is 

critical that a tenant perform sufficient due diligence to confirm the financial strength of 

the guarantor.  In the absence of ongoing net worth requirements for the guarantor 

(uncommon in "garden variety" guaranties), tenants must remember that the financial 

strength of a guarantor will not necessarily remain unchanged and may be insufficient 

when needed.  As for issues in the bankruptcy context, the questions will be deal 

specific and will depend on the landlord related entities that actually file.   
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II. EXCULPATION 

Leases typically provide that the landlord’s liability is non-recourse and is limited to the 

equity of the landlord in the building or project.  In times like these, that should not give a tenant 

much comfort.  In addition to the obvious problem of a landlord who is upside down in a project, 

a tenant should also review exactly what landlord equity is at risk – is it the landlord's equity in 

the premises, the building, or in the case of a multi-building project, the project?  There's 

potentially a significant difference in the recovery between the three of those.  Some leases will 

actually impute a mortgage even where the landlord owns the project free and clear.  

Occasionally you will see a lease where the limit on liability is a stated dollar amount cap.  

Actually, a dollar amount cap may be acceptable in some cases if the amount makes sense 

under the circumstances, and in the case of a long-term lease, is subject to adjustment over 

time. 

The practical effect of a limit on the landlord’s liability is to restrict to that amount, the 

scope of damages a tenant can recover when a landlord defaults.  Therefore, a tenant must 

consider all sources of recovery against a landlord and negotiate accordingly.  Depending on 

the landlord entity and its structure, a tenant may be able to negotiate a guaranty of the landlord 

parent or even a “floor” amount of equity or other financial wherewithal that the landlord must 

maintain during the lease term.  Many of the potential solutions described in the deal funding 

section above may be appropriate here as well, such as a letter of credit, escrow account or 

self-help/offset.  While the potential solutions to the problem will be deal specific, it is critical to a 

tenant's ability to enforce its rights under a lease that it focus on this limitation. 

III. SNDA 

SNDA is the acronym for a Subordination, Non-Disturbance and Attornment Agreement.  

Almost all tenants believe that they need an SNDA (and they are right - almost all do need one) 

but not all tenants know exactly why they need one and what to look for in negotiating an SNDA.  

A typical lease will include a provision whereby the lease is automatically subordinated to the 
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lien of any mortgage placed on the building during the Term.  When a lease is subordinate to a 

mortgage, upon foreclosure of the mortgage (under the laws of most states), the lease is 

automatically terminated, at the lender's option.  A tenant wants to insure it is not at risk of 

losing its lease by virtue of a circumstance it cannot control (the landlord's performance on its 

loan).  The lender, who has loaned money based on the collateral of a building with tenants 

wants to know that if it forecloses, the tenants under those leases will "attorn" to it, or recognize 

it as the landlord.  A landlord wants to provide the tenant enough comfort that it will sign the 

lease and enough security to the lender that it will approve the lease but wants to give itself as 

much latitude as possible to refinance or sell the building in the future.   

In negotiating for an SNDA provision in a lease, a tenant should try to condition its 

subordination of its lease to its receipt of an SNDA acceptable to the tenant.  Landlords are 

reluctant to make an absolute commitment to obtain an SNDA from an existing lender (claiming 

that it cannot control the lender's decision) but a landlord should at least agree to use 

commercially reasonable efforts to obtain one from an existing lender.  A particularly strong 

tenant may be able to negotiate a termination right if it does not receive an SNDA by a certain 

date.  A tenant should insist that subordination of the lease to any future mortgages is 

specifically subject to receipt of an SNDA.  If possible, attach a mutually acceptable form SNDA 

as an exhibit to the lease.  The attached form is likely the current lender's standard form with 

negotiated changes.  By having the form incorporated in the lease, the tenant is also protected 

upon a refinance by the lender – and does not end up negotiating SNDA terms from a position 

of no leverage (i.e., the lease is already signed). 

Before agreeing to a form SNDA as a lease exhibit, or executing an SNDA, you must 

read it carefully - SNDAs often contain terms that specifically contradict a tenant lease, 

especially negotiated provisions such as tenant improvements or offset rights.  Lenders have a 

standard form SNDA that they initially provide; if the form is attached (or signed) "as is", that's a 
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win for them.  It is incumbent upon the tenant to not inadvertently give up hard-earned rights 

under the lease.  The following is a list of common "gotchas" in lender form SNDAs: 

1. No Responsibility for Landlord Defaults.  A typical SNDA form absolves 

the lender from liability for defaults of the previous landlord. Tenants should request 

deletion.  If not successful in deleting the term, which is more likely that not, you should 

at least carve out "continuing defaults" such that the lender is liable for defaults that 

occur during its ownership.  That is fair and the lender should agree.  If not, however, as 

a final fall back, you can propose a cap on the lender's liability for the defaults. 

2. No Recognition of Tenant's Rights Under the Lease.  The form may state 

that the lender will not "disturb" the tenant's possession under the lease, but it must also 

include recognition of the tenant's options thereunder.  Typical form SNDAs provide that 

the lender need not honor options to renew, rights of first offer or refusal, offset rights, 

etc.  Review carefully! 

3. Excessive Cure Periods for the Lender.  Lenders want plenty of time to 

cure a default of a non-performing owner (often 90 days or longer) with the time frames 

frequently calculated from expiration of the landlord's cure period under the lease.  A 

tenant should agree to give the lender simultaneous notice of landlord default such that 

the cure period for both the lender and the landlord run simultaneously (perhaps with an 

extension of the time period for defaults which require a lender to foreclose in order to 

cure).  If the lease does not set forth an actual cure period for the landlord, 30 days from 

notice is a typical period to cure non-critical defaults. 

4. No Obligation to Complete Tenant Finish Work/Renovations.  Just delete 

this.  Period.    
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5. No Obligation to Pay Tenant Finish Allowances or Broker Commissions.  

Again – just delete.  (See Section I above for possible methods to secure payments by 

the landlord.) 

6. No Obligation to Rebuild After Casualty or Condemnation.  Either delete 

this provision or negotiate agreement with the lender to use the insurance or 

condemnation proceeds to rebuild/restore. 

7. No Obligation to Return Security Deposit Unless "Actually Received".  

Lenders almost never "receive" a security deposit from the landlord – especially once a 

landlord is in dire financial straits.  Try to get the lender to assume responsibility for the 

security deposit, perhaps through landlord escrowing the deposit with the lender.  This is 

especially critical where the deposit is sizeable.   

8. Make sure landlord signs the SNDA, too! 

IV. SELF HELP & TRAILING LIABILITY 

Different types of leases require different standards of maintenance and other 

obligations of a landlord.  Industrial leases generally contain the fewest landlord obligations 

(most industrial leases are "triple net" with landlords only responsible for building structure) and 

multi-tenant office leases (most often "gross" or "modified gross" leases) generally retain the 

most landlord obligations.   

Leases often provide rent abatement under certain limited circumstances where there is 

an interruption of landlord services (e.g., HVAC or water) which interruption was within the 

landlord's control and exceeds a stated number of days.  But what about maintenance and 

repair issues?  What recourse is available to a tenant in the case of a landlord that fails or 

refuses to make a repair to the premises?  Generally a landlord's form lease will limit the 

tenant's recourse in the event of a landlord default to a suit for damages - which is costly and 
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time-consuming and does nothing to resolve the tenant's immediate problem.  From a tenant's 

perspective, the goal is to fix what's "broke" and get on with business in the premises.  As a 

result, tenants often request the right to cure a landlord’s default by undertaking the necessary 

action and then be reimbursed for the costs incurred, by offsetting that amount against the next 

accruing installments of rent.  Sounds clear enough, but as in most legal relationships, the 

theory is much simpler than the reality.   

A landlord's first answer to a request for self-help and offset is typically "no" and frankly 

there are some good reasons for a landlord to think twice before agreeing to this concept.  The 

landlord is the building owner and will have to live with the quality of the repair for years while 

the tenant will move out and move on once the lease expires.  Moreover, in most situations, the 

building is home to multiple tenants… what if different tenants make inconsistent repairs to 

building systems or structure?  What if a repair to one premises results in damage to another 

and that tenant then sues the landlord?  The scope of potential risks is significant.  Another 

major reason for a landlord's "no" is the requirement of its lender.  The mortgagee of a building 

typically has approval rights with regard to a lease and is unlikely to approve a lease with broad 

offset rights.  Lenders are less than enthusiastic about any lease provision that may affect the 

borrower's rent stream (which, of course, would affect the lender’s likelihood of repayment). 

Likewise, tenants should think twice before undertaking building repairs; typical self-help 

provisions include indemnities of the landlord for damages resulting from a tenant's work.  This 

liability may well extend beyond the term of the lease.   

So, where's the middle ground?  In the typical lease, the tenant must give landlord 

written notice and “reasonable” opportunity to cure its default.  A negotiated self-help provision 

will probably have a stated cure period (rather than a reasonable time) and will likely require the 

tenant to give a second written notice with a short cure period (e.g., five business days) in which 

tenant clearly states to landlord that it will commence self-help if the landlord fails to cure within 

such period.  Negotiated self-help provisions usually limit the tenant to performing only non-
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structural repairs that do not affect building systems or void warranties (e.g. roof repairs) and 

preclude tenants from undertaking any repairs that may affect the premises or systems of any 

other building tenant or inconveniences of adversely affects another tenant.  As stated above, 

the provision also generally includes a broad indemnification for any damages caused by the 

tenant’s repairs.   

Even when a landlord will grant limited self help, the issue of reimbursement remains 

outstanding.  Landlords will generally agree to reimburse the tenant for the reasonable costs of 

the permitted self-help within a set period after written invoice.  Landlords will usually not agree 

to offset rights, however, except where the landlord failed to pay such costs and the tenant has 

obtained final judgment against the landlord for the amount owed.  Having said that, 

occasionally you will find a landlord that allows offset prior to a final judgment, but with a limit on 

the amount that may be offset against any individual rent installment, so as to minimize the 

impact on tenant’s rental stream and mortgage payment. 

V. OPERATING EXPENSES 

Other than base rent, operating expenses are generally the most significant – and often 

least predictable – expenses incurred by tenants under a lease.  There are two main formulas 

for calculating operating cost pass-throughs.  In a triple net lease (generally common in 

industrial leases or single tenant building leases), the tenant is liable for its actual prorata share 

of all operating costs (i.e., the total operating expenses for the building divided by the building's 

total square footage, with that per square foot calculation then multiplied by the square footage 

in the premises).  In a typical multi-tenant office lease, the tenant is responsible for its prorata 

share of increases in operating expenses less the cost of operating expenses incurred in the 

base year (generally the year in which the lease term commences; operating costs for the base 

year are included the initial base rent amount).  In each case, the most important element in the 

calculation is the actual definition of operating expenses – which costs are included and which 

are excluded.  A tenant wants to protect itself from unexpected expenses that impact its monthly 
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cash flow while a landlord is most interested in insulating its rental rate and income generated 

by the property from the effects of inflation.  Because of these strongly divergent perspectives, 

the operating costs provision is often the most complicated and highly negotiated provision in 

the lease.  As a general rule, the less specifics contained in the provision, the more broadly a 

landlord may pass through costs that exceed the tenant’s expectations.   

What is an operating cost?  Typical leases define operating costs as “all costs” incurred 

by a landlord in the ownership, operation and maintenance of the property and then provide a 

laundry list of such costs.  It is important to note, however, that this laundry list does not limit the 

costs the landlord can pass through – it is merely an example of costs incurred by landlord that 

may be passed through.  The key element of the operating cost definition from the perspective 

of a tenant attempting to manage its exposure is negotiating a thorough list of costs excluded 

from operating expenses.  The specifically excluded costs are the only such costs that the 

landlord cannot pass through.   

It is critical in a “modified gross” lease (where the tenant pays its proportionate share of 

operating costs that exceed the operating costs in the stated base year), that the costs passed 

through during the lease term are consistent with those passed through during the base year.  

Moreover, because operating expenses that vary with occupancy of the building (e.g., janitorial 

or utilities) are typically “grossed up” during the lease term as though the building were 95% 

occupied, tenants often fail to require the landlord to similarly “gross up” expenses during the 

base year as well, resulting in a significantly higher cost to tenant when building occupancies 

increase. 

Tenants can often limit their exposure to unexpected increases in rent by negotiating a 

cap on “controllable” operating costs.  Controllable operating costs are often defined as all 

operating costs other than insurance, taxes, utilities and snow removal costs.  Landlords may 

want to also include costs incurred due to compliance with applicable laws and/or increases in 

contract costs due to government mandated wage increases.  A tenant should only agree to the 
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compliance with laws exception for laws not currently in effect and applicable to the building on 

the commencement date.  No tenant should incur expenses as a result of the landlord’s failure 

to comply with laws in effect at the date of the lease. 

While no landlord can insure that operating costs will never increase, landlords will often 

agree to putting a reasonable cap on the increases of those defined as “controllable”.  A 

landlord will typically offer a cap that is cumulative and compounded annually.  By way of 

example, with a 5% cap, cumulative and compounded, operating expenses for the tenant can 

increase as follows for a tenant whose lease commences in 2009:    

2010: 105% of 2009 expenses 
2011: 110.25% of 2009 expenses 
2012: 115.76% of 2009 expenses 
2013: 121.55% of 2009 expenses 

During the “boom” days of the last several years, landlords were often less aggressive in 

finding additional costs which could be passed through to its tenants.  Then, as vacancies 

increased and revenues dropped, landlords began reviewing each lease with the proverbial fine-

toothed comb in order to maximize income from each tenant.  Suddenly, after years of minimal 

operating cost increases, in 2009 many tenants received an operating cost reconciliation 

statement for 2008 reflecting as much as a 20% to 25% increase from the previous year.  In 

most cases, because the cap was cumulative and compounded, the landlord was well within its 

rights to impose the aggregate increase from one year to the next.  The significance of such an 

unexpected increase on the tenant’s financials is best evidence for the need to negotiate an 

audit right in your lease, as more fully discussed below. 

Most leases allow a landlord to reasonably estimate the tenant’s monthly operating cost 

installment with such amounts being payable simultaneously with the monthly base rent 

installment.  Such leases then provide for an annual reconciliation of actual operating costs 

versus the aggregate monthly amounts collected by the landlord.  The following is a list of the 

most critical elements of the reconciliation process, from the tenant’s perspective: 
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1. Timeframe for Delivery.  Leases often provide a stated timeframe for 

delivery of a reconciliation statement (e.g., 90 days from the end of the calendar year) 

and then add “or such longer period as may be necessary.”  Tenants must have some 

closure to their books; an open-ended period in which to reconcile operating costs is not 

acceptable.  Tenants should try to negotiate a provision that releases the tenant from 

liability for payment of any operating costs not billed within one (1) year from the end of 

the applicable calendar year of the lease term. 

2. Review the Statement… and then review it again.  Even the most 

conscientious and meticulous landlords and property managers can make mistakes.  It is 

incumbent on the tenant to carefully review the annual statement and compare it, item 

for item, against the operating costs which may be passed through pursuant to the terms 

of the lease.  In times like these, where every landlord and property manager is trying to 

collect every penny to which it is entitled, the significance of a careful review is obviously 

even greater.  In those cases where a tenant’s review indicates the chance of a problem; 

a tenant must initiate an audit.  Although few landlord lease forms automatically contain 

an audit provision, most landlords are amenable to including such a provision through 

negotiation. 

3. Timeframe to Complete the Audit.  A standard landlord audit right will 

provide the tenant with a relatively short time frame from receipt of the landlord's annual 

reconciliation statement in which to audit the landlord's records in the landlord's offices.  

From the tenant's perspective, it is important to make the time frame for requesting and 

performing the audit realistic; thirty days from the date of the statement is probably not 

realistic for a tenant, but even the most reasonable landlord needs to be able to close its 

books eventually so be prepared to negotiate the timeframe.  One hundred eighty days 

is often used – but another critical issue is what triggers the commencement of the 
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timeframe.  If the timeframe is triggered by tenant's receipt of the landlord's statement, 

and the landlord never sends one, then the audit right is moot and the tenant has no way 

to recoup any possible overpayments made during the previous year.  A tenant should 

negotiate an audit for any year in which it does not receive a reconciliation statement.  A 

tenant should also attempt to restrict where the audit must be conducted (e.g., in the city 

where the building – or tenant - is located).  While the initial landlord's offices may be in 

the same location as the building, upon a landlord's sale of the property, the landlord's 

records (and location for the audit) can be anywhere, potentially greatly increasing the 

audit costs.  Landlord will sometimes agree to provide electronic copies of the pertinent 

records.  Other issues regarding audit rights include a prohibition against contingent fee 

auditors (few landlords will give on this) and requisite conditions for a tenant to be 

entitled to exercise the right.  Typically, the tenant cannot be in default (e.g., the tenant 

cannot withhold its payments while contesting the amount), the tenant and auditor will 

have to sign a confidentiality agreement, and in some cases, the tenant may have to 

reimburse the landlord for copying and administrative costs (a tenant should try to at 

least limit that to actual out of pocket costs of the landlord).  It is also important to ensure 

that the audit right has a settlement provision – when the audit is finalized, how and 

when is any resulting deficiency or overpayment resolved?  And last, but not least, there 

should be some threshold percentage of overcharge that triggers an obligation by the 

landlord to reimburse the tenant for its reasonable out of pocket audit fees.   

A few other pointers to keep in mind in negotiating operating costs include: 

(a) a prohibition against the landlord making a profit on operating 

costs; the pass-through should be limited to landlord’s “actual” costs; 
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(b) insure that if the project size increases (e.g., the building is 

expanded or an additional building is added to the project), the landlord 

recalculates the tenant’s proportionate share; and 

(c) for significant “new” operating expenses not contemplated by 

either party at the time of the lease (but legitimate operating costs pursuant to the 

lease definition), try to negotiate a phase-in of such cost over a period of months 

or years. 

This is just the tip of the iceberg on audit right issues – like operating expense clauses, they are 

highly negotiated and the outcome is often dependent on the bargaining strengths of the actual 

parties involved 

VI. TENANT FLEXIBILITY. 

In difficult economic times, the flexibility that a tenant can negotiate in its lease may well 

be the key to whether it will agree to a long-term lease or, in the interest of managing its risk, 

refuse to look beyond a 3 year term.  Two of the most significant areas of flexibility are options 

for expansion and contraction (together with related space efficiency requirements) and transfer 

rights (e.g., assignment and subletting). 
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1. Expansion /Contraction Options  A tenant is often willing to commit to 

significantly longer lease terms (especially when rates are low) if assured that under 

certain conditions it can reduce or expand the premises or even terminate the lease.  

These rights are particularly attractive as tenants learn to use their space in the most 

flexible ways possible.  For example, rather than leasing space sufficient for a large 

conference or training area, tenants of sophisticated office projects can often negotiate 

the use of the project’s conference center – in many cases at no additional charge and 

with preferential scheduling privileges.  Another potential space efficiency is requiring a 

landlord to issue excess parking cards (over tenant’s proportionate share) to the tenant 

with the tenant being responsible to insure that a maximum number of cards is used at 

any one time.  This is particularly valuable for tenants whose work force is deployed 

outside its office much of the time.  In negotiating flexibility options, a tenant should 

focus on the timing required to exercise the right (e.g., is it a one time right to be 

exercised at the end of the 36th month or is it an ongoing right to be exercised anytime 

after the 36th month?)  Also, beware of how these rights may be affected by a tenant 

default during the term (make sure to include expiration of notice and cure periods) as 

well as assignment or subletting of the premises (see transfer rights, below).  Most 

contraction options and virtually all termination options will include a requirement of 

some number of months advance notice to landlord as well as a penalty payable to the 

landlord, to cover expenses incurred by landlord in connection with the lease of the 

terminated premises and often to provide a “rent” cushion for the period it takes to relet 

the space.  This formula is very deal specific and dependent on the market as well as 

the financial strength of the parties.  Pay attention to the notice requirement.  Tenants 

will want a requirement of as little requirement notice as possible; landlords will want as 

much as possible – with 3 to 12 months often being a negotiated range.  With regard to 

the penalty payment, a tenant should not only focus on the amount of the penalty but 
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also on the timing of payment (e.g., is it due when the termination notice is delivered or 

upon the effective date of termination?). 

2. Transfer Rights.  The ability of a tenant to transfer its rights under a lease, 

either through assignment or subletting, is another critical piece to a tenant's overall exit 

strategy when the tenant no longer needs the leased space.  Landlords and tenants 

have strongly diverging interests on this point.  When a landlord enters into a lease with 

“X” tenant for a certain term, it desires to retain the benefit of its bargain.  Presumably 

prior to signing the lease, the landlord made adequate review of the tenant's financial 

strength, business, etc., to determine tenant’s “fit” for the lease, and landlord prefers to 

leave it that way.  Thus, the transfer provisions in a landlord’s standard lease are 

generally quite narrow. 

There are two basic categories of lease transfers – those transfers which require 

consent of a landlord, and those that do not.  Within those categories, there are two 

main types of transfers – sublease and assignment.  (Mortgaging a leasehold is 

sometimes also addressed in a transfer section but is beyond the scope of this 

presentation).  An assignment of the lease is a transfer of the tenant’s entire leasehold 

estate – the entire premises for the entire remaining term.  A sublease is for something 

less – maybe a portion of the space or a term shorter than the full lease term. 

(a) The following is a list of several issues to be addressed in 

transfers that require consent.   

  Standard of Consent.  What is the standard of landlord’s consent - may it 

be withheld in the landlord’s sole discretion or must the landlord be 

reasonable?  Often landlords will agree to be reasonable but will then list 

certain specific reasons for which refusal to consent is “deemed” 

reasonable, which may include a list of prohibited transferees.  Tenants 
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must review these provisions carefully.  The negotiated outcome will often 

depend on the parties’ bargaining strength and the market. Standards 

that may be included in the landlord language are a transferee’s 

“creditworthiness” or its “business reputation.”  Amorphous concepts like 

these can easily cripple a tenant in completing a third party assignment or 

even a sublease.  Sometimes a tenant has to remind a landlord that the 

named tenant will not be released upon assignment or sublease, so 

generally speaking, a landlord is in no worse position in approving the 

assignment or sublease than it would be in refusing consent, as it will now 

have two sources of recovery instead of one. 

  Prohibited Transferees.  Landlord form leases typically name current 

building tenants and lease prospects – parties with whom landlord is 

negotiating for space in the building - as prohibited transferees.  Tenants 

should negotiate each of these prohibitions as narrowly as possible since 

current tenants and entities already interested in the building are likely the 

best sublease or assignment candidates.  So when addressing "current 

tenants" as a prohibited transferee – review to see if the provision refers 

to only your building or is it any tenant in the entire project?  What does 

“negotiating” mean?  Is a party to whom the landlord made an unsolicited 

proposal by phone a prohibited party or must there be an actual letter of 

intent for a lease?  When did the negotiation occur - thirty (30) days ago 

or nine (9) months ago?  Obviously, all of these are concepts on a 

continuum with the typical negotiated provision falling somewhere in the 

middle. 
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  Timeframes.  The time by which a landlord must respond to a request for 

consent can be critical.  The longer the period in which the landlord can 

consider its decision, the more likely a subtenant or assignee will “move 

on” to the next deal.  Tenants should try to negotiate a “silence is deemed 

consent” provision, though a savvy landlord is not likely to agree. 

  Recapture Right.  Many landlord form leases provide that if the tenant 

requests a landlord’s consent to an assignment or sublease, the landlord 

may “recapture” the space described in the request, terminating the lease 

as to those premises.  Typically, tenants want to delete this provision – 

especially for subleases.  If a landlord refuses to delete the provision, 

however, they will typically agree to notify the tenant of its intention and 

then allow tenant to rescind its request for consent. 

  Excess Rent.  Landlord typically wants to recover any excess rent paid to 

a tenant by its transferee.  The landlord's perspective is based on its 

position as building owner – if anyone is to make money off of occupying 

the landlord's building, the landlord believes it should be that party.  The 

tenant's argument is that so long as the landlord is being paid the rental 

amount required under the lease, the landlord is receiving the benefit of 

its stated bargain.  A typical negotiated provision is to split any excess 

rent after deducting reasonable and actual costs incurred by tenant in 

connection with the transfer (e.g., commissions, tenant finish costs, etc.).   

(b) Transfers that do not require a landlord's prior consent are 

typically known as "Permitted Transfers".  The tenant’s goal in negotiating a 

Permitted Transfer provision is to insure that it can make alterations in its overall 
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business plan in the manner it deems prudent, without triggering a default under 

any specific lease.  Typical Permitted Transfers include: 

  an affiliate of tenant (parent, subsidiary, entity under common control); 

  an assignment by merger or consolidation of tenant with another entity; 

and 

  the sale of all or substantially all of tenant’s stock or assets. 

When landlords agree to such provisions, they often condition such approval on 

a net worth requirement – landlords will require that the net worth of the 

transferee not be less than the net worth of the tenant on the date of the lease or 

the date of the transfer, whichever is greater.  However, since most leases do not 

have an ongoing net worth requirement of the tenant, (i.e., so long as the tenant 

is paying rent, it will not be in default if its net worth falls subsequent to the date 

of the lease), then from a tenant's perspective, this provision should be 

negotiated to only compare net worth on the date of transfer.  A similar issue 

arises when the net worth of tenant far exceeds the amount necessary to fulfill 

the lease obligations; in these cases tenants can often successfully negotiate a 

stated net worth requirement for a permitted transferee. 

Another important consideration in transfer provisions is the consequence of a 

transfer on the tenant's ancillary lease rights in the lease (e.g., options to renew, 

rights of first offer and first refusal, contraction, expansion and the like).  Often 

these ancillary rights provisions include, as a condition to tenant’s exercise of 

such rights, that the tenant occupy the entire premises (i.e., no sublet space) and 

that tenant not have assigned the lease.  Tenant should work to delete these 
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conditions but if landlord is unwilling to do so, a carve out should at least be 

made for Permitted Transfers. 
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